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Abstract: The intelligent recommendation ability of social networks is improved, a hybrid recommendation
algorithm is proposed based on swarm intelligence for users' potential features in social networks. The feature
extraction model of social network users is constructed, and the potential features and associated information
of social network users are divided by swarm intelligence optimization technology, and the user features are
learned by swarm intelligence and association rules mining. The related information of recommended items
in social network is obtained, and the improvement of user item feature recommendation algorithm of social
network is realized. The simulation results show that the proposed algorithm can effectively improve the
accurate delivery rate of user feature recommendation in social network, and the hybrid recommendation
ability for user behavior is strong, the network overhead is stable and the performance is superior
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With the popularity of the network in society, the
combination of network and people's real life becomes
more and more closely, people can easily get information
in the network, education can also be expanded from the
network mode. Based on this development situation,
people's ideas are very vulnerable to social networks,
especially for young students, social networks. In order to
make the social network better applied, the relevant
departments should restrict the individual behavior of the
Internet users from the psychological perspective. In the
network age, people's daily life and work mode have
changed greatly, the channels for people to obtain
information are no longer fixed, with the Internet, People
can easily understand the information they want to
understand, not only to meet the needs of people, but also
to provide a certain degree of satisfaction in quality, the
rich and diversified sources of information, to promote the
change of people's cognitive style, because the social
network public opinion is easy to spread, the user
characteristics of social networks have attracted great
attention[1]. The mainstream media will guide it to attract
people's attention, and the credibility of the mainstream
media can improve the reliability of the public opinion in
micro-blog. The social network has the characteristics of
openness and self-organization. The user characteristics
recommendation in social network is the key to ensure the
security of users and the protection of privacy. It has great
significance for designing of recommendation models and
algorithms for user characteristics in social networks[2].
At present, there are fuzzy ant colony search algorithm,
particle swarm optimization recommendation algorithm
and social network spatial area search recommendation
algorithm for user potential feature recommendation

algorithm in social network. Particle swarm optimization
(PSO) algorithm is used to recommend the user features
of social networks, and some research results have been
achieved[3]. In reference [4], a user feature
recommendation algorithm based on extended
recommendation of semantic related data is proposed.
Fuzzy decision making and mathematical modeling are
used to first recommend the construction of model, and
particle swarm optimization is used to realize information
location. Improve the accuracy of recommendation
algorithm, but the algorithm may lead to the disclosure of
user source information, the security is not good. In
reference [5], a new feature recommendation algorithm
for social network users based on multi-agent negotiation
trust analysis is proposed, in which the fixed features in
social network are segmented by swarm intelligence, and
the recommendation accuracy is improved. However, the
algorithm has the problem of large amount of computation.
Comprehensive analysis shows that the traditional social
network user feature recommendation algorithm uses
agent negotiated cloud trust data recommendation, which
is subjective and poor in performance to the abnormal
user feature recommendation of social network.
The disadvantages of traditional methods need to be
solved, a user potential feature recommendation
algorithm based on swarm intelligence is proposed to
improve the ability of user feature recommendation and
detection in social network. Firstly, the user feature
extraction model of social network is constructed, and the
signal model is simulated and constructed. The fuzzy
decision method is used to detect and judge the features
of users, and the accurate detection and recommendation
of user features are realized. Finally, simulation
experiments are carried out to demonstrate the
effectiveness and superiority of the proposed algorithm.
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2 Social
network
distributed
architecture and user feature extraction

sharing method of cloud computing system are used to
realize the information exchange and storage[10].
In the design of mobile social network architecture,
the routing node distribution model of social network
needs to be constructed, and the connections of nodes in
the network are discontinuous. Suppose there were n
recommended negotiations (n > 1) between nodes A and
B of social network, where the number of success was a
(a > 1, and the communication time was t, the message set
S ( A) ( t )
of social network node A is defined as msg , the user

2.1. Social network distributed architecture
According to the four-stage model of interest
development proposed by Hidi and Renninger[6], the users
of interest social network service platform are divided into
situational interest users, individual interest users and
group interest users according to the level of interest.
Situational interest users are those who, for some reasons,
have a desire to understand a certain interest and engage
in exploratory activities. Such users are the most
numerous and unstable in the user population. How to turn
it into an individual interest user will be one of the main
issues to be considered in design[7]. The individual interest
user refers to those interested social users who gradually
stabilize and develop because of the surrounding
environment support, individual interest is concerned, and
their own efforts are made. Such users are the backbone
of the user community, and it is important to maintain
their level of activity and innovation on the platform.
Group interest user refers to the interest circle users who
promote each other because of the interest connection
between individual interest users. Common social
platforms such as QQ, WeChat, Weibo and MSNs are
defined as social networks where users with similar
interests or commonalities are connected via Internet
networks or mobile phones. The social network structure
of mobile terminal interconnection is obgiend[8], and the
architecture of distributed social network is shown in
figure 1.
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On the basis of the above network model design, in order
to realize the effective recommendation of user
characteristics, signal modeling is the key. The signal
detection method is used to implement information
recommendation. The signal model characteristic
modeling process of the recommended information is
described as follows[12]. Given the social network
G = (V , E ) , the node v is any node in the network, that
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Fig.1 Mobile social network distributed structure

is, v ∈ V , each node produces each node. A forwarding
number fwd ( m) ≥ 1 is generated at the same time, the node

The distributed mobile social network architecture
shown in figure 1 is based on the Web mobile social
network (Web-based MSNs, WMSNs) and the
decentralized mobile social network (Decentralized
MSNs, DMSNs)[9], using cloud computing systems to
provide cloud-based services. For developers to use when
creating applications. With the development of network
technology, mobile social network has become the
general trend of information processing. Based on the new
SAS application that can be created by cloud computing
system, the MSNs mobile social network platform is
realized, and the program control extension and intelligent

betweenness of the social network is calculated to obtain
the directional spatial search model of the recommended
signal:
1 + az −1 + z −2
H ( z) =
, 0 < r <1
(3)
1 + arz −1 + r 2 z −2
Where, r represents the internal node, H ( z )
represents the spatial clustering center of the user's
characteristics, and the linear expression of the envelope
extension state equation of the signal detection system is
obtained as follows:
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network under abnormal interference. By fuzzy decision
and dynamic fusion design, the mixing of user features is
obtained. The reverberation data is a set of locally
stationary Rayleigh color noise. The ambiguity function
of aliasing spectrum under different scale factors
corresponds to the output of different time-delay related
processors in this scale[15]. Fuzzy decision can be adopted.
In a deterministic decision method, the starting time T0 is

1 + sin θ 2
1 + 2sin θ1 z −1 + z −2
(4)
2
1 + sin θ1 (1 + sin θ 2 ) z −1 + sin θ 2 z −2

In the above formula, H ( z ) denotes the function of
user feature recommendation system, θ1 is the angle of
recommendation center vector offset of node n, and θ 2
indicates the angle of recommendation center vector
offset of node m. In order to realize the main feature
modeling and feature extraction of data, the feature
extraction of user features is carried out, and then the
information flow vector model is described as:

calculated to receive the pseudo code sequence through
the link layer, and the channel bandwidth of the user
characteristic communication in the social network is
obtained as follows:
 DTrusta→b × (DTrustb→c × βd )
b∈adj ( a , c )
ITrusta →c =
(8)

N

x =  si Ψ i = Ψs , Ψ = [Ψ1 , Ψ 2 ,..., Ψ N ]

(5)

i =1



Where, si is a resource information request signal. In
order to obtain a smaller response time and realize user
feature recommendation, the number of shortest paths
passing through each side of a social network, B(e) ,

B (e) =



vi ≠ v j ∈V

b∈adj ( a , c )

In the user feature recommendation, the spectrum Z is
detected from the Rayleigh distribution of the parameter
β d , where:

nij (e) , nij (e) is used to represent the

β d = ( MPDist − d + 1) MPDist , d ∈ [ 2, MPDist ]
(9)

optimal coverage between vi , v j ∈ V nodes. The
separation function of self-organizing social network is
expanded by the separation series near Xˆ ( k | k ) . The
results are expressed as follows:
X (k + 1) = f ( Xˆ (k | k )) +
(6)
f (k )[ X (k ) − Xˆ (k | k )] + O + V (k )

applied to the adaptive multi-source fading path of social
network transmission channel:
1
cos α
=
=
tan α sin α

From this, the signal model feature modeling of
recommendation information is obtained, which provides
accurate original information basis for information
recommendation[13].

i =1

(10)

network transmission channel. The fuzzy decision method
is used to detect and judge the characteristics of the user,
so as to realize the accuracy of the user characteristics.
Detection and recommendation, in the process of fuzzy
decision, there are two models of social network user
feature recommendation and inter-community user
feature recommendation. The distribution uses fuzzy
feature segmentation method to segment user features[16].

Based on the above network model construction and
signal feature extraction, the user feature detection and
recommendation algorithm of social network is designed.
Because the traditional user feature recommendation
algorithm of social network adopts the cloud information
negotiated by the main body. Any data recommendation,
the social network features of abnormal user
recommendation is subjective, poor performance[14]. In
order to overcome the disadvantages of traditional
methods, this paper proposes a user potential feature
recommendation algorithm based on swarm intelligence
in social networks. Combined with the characteristics of
spectrum and energy changing with time, the user
characteristics are studied by swarm intelligence learning
and association rules mining. The association information
of recommended items in social network is expressed as
follows:

λS
1 − λS

α 
α 
α 
1 − 2sin   cos   tan  
2
2
 2  = 1 − tan  α 
 
sin α
α 
α 
2
2sin   cos  
2
2

In the upper formula, α is the aliasing spectrum
ambiguity function of the master-slave transmission
channel, and gα ' ( u ) represents the pulse of the social

3 Algorithm implementation and key
technology description

∞

Where, adj ( a, c ) denotes the number of a → c paths.

When β d ∈ ( 0,1] , the following triangular formula is

X

PS = p2D k (1 − p2D ) N −1− k  λSi =

DTtrusta →b

4 SIMULATION EXPERIMENT
RESULT ANALYSIS

AND

In order to test the performance of this algorithm in the
realization of social network user feature recommendation,
a simulation experiment is carried out. The experiment
environment is: Myeclipse 8.0 experimental simulation
platform and java platform development language,
combined with swarm package, the computer is Core i33220CPU, 4G memory, Win10 operating system. The
parameters in the design of mobile social network user
feature recommendation system are as follows: ρ SM = 50 ,
ASM = 6 , DSM = 5 , Cm = 1 , g Na = 3 , g K = 5 ,
g L = 0.05 , gT = 5 , ENa = 50 , EK = −90 , EL = −70 ,
ET = 120 . The maximum communication distance
between nodes of social network is 1000 m. The minimum

(7)

Where, λS is the training sequence OFDM training
length, p2D is the adaptive frequency flat-top offset
probability of the recommendation information of social
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communication distance is Rmin =10 m. Social network
nodes communicate in 100th round, bandwidth is 1Mb,
packet size is 256b. the network has 140 communication
nodes and 10 bug nodes, the speed of data communication
is 255 kBps / 10 MBps, the single message stranded node
cache points. Based on the above simulation environment
and parameter design results, the user characteristics are
recommended. Firstly, the signal model is constructed,
and the simulation results of the user characteristic signal
model in the social network are obtained as shown in
figure 2.
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It can be seen from the diagram that the user features
in the original social network are annihilated in the
external interference noise, and it is difficult to realize
effective signal detection and user feature
recommendation. It is necessary to carry out signal
detection and recommendation algorithm design. The
signal detection and user feature recommendation
algorithm are designed and simulated, in order to design
and simulate the user feature recommendation algorithm.
Comparing the performance of the algorithm, this
algorithm and the traditional method, with the accurate
delivery rate recommended by the information as the test
index, get the accurate recommendation rate comparison
structure under the different social network cache scale,
as shown in Figure 3.
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Fig. 3 User potential feature recommendation accurate delivery
rate in social networks

It can be seen from the figure that the proposed
algorithm has a higher user feature recommendation
accurate delivery rate. With the increase of cache space,
the number of messages delivered successfully increases,
and the network overhead of this algorithm is stable,
which is only 6.4, compared with the traditional algorithm.
The method is higher than 10, which shows that the hybrid
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recommendation ability of the proposed algorithm in
realizing user feature recommendation is strong, and the
accuracy of recommendation is improved.

7.

5

8.

CONCLUSIONS

In this paper, a hybrid recommendation algorithm based
on swarm intelligence for users' potential features in
social networks is proposed. The feature extraction model
of social network users is constructed, and the potential
features and associated information of social network
users are divided by swarm intelligence optimization
technology, and the user features are learned by swarm
intelligence and association rules mining. The related
information of recommended items in social network is
obtained, and the improvement of user item feature
recommendation algorithm of social network is realized.
The simulation results show that the proposed algorithm
can effectively improve the accurate delivery rate of user
feature recommendation in social network, and the hybrid
recommendation ability for user behavior is strong, the
network overhead is stable and the performance is
superior. This method has good application value in the
independent recommendation design of social network.
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